
















































































































































































































































































































































COLONEL PAVEL GRIGOREVICH DERZSKII 

In September 1993, U.S. team members visited the Kiev War Museum to take 

photographs of captured American war equipment. While there, museum officials suggested 

they contact a Colonel Derzskii, a World War II and Korean War veteran. 

Consequently, on 17 September 1993, the U.S. interviewed Colonel Derzskii in his small 

Kiev apartment. He revealed to the U.S. investigators that he helped arranged the transfer of 

American fliers from Korea through China to the Soviet Union during the Korean war. 105 

Colonel Pavel Grigorevich Derzskii is an old man now- born before the First World War 

in December 1913. He had a long and distinguished military career. 

Pavel Grigorevich Derzskii graduated from the Kiev Infantry School in 1934 and went on 

to serve in the Soviet Army through World War II and the Korean War leaving military service 

only in mid-1957. During the Second World War he served with Terenty Famich Shtykov- then 

a Soviet general officer. Shtykov was a rising star in both military and party circles. 

In 1950 Shtykov was both a general-colonel and ambassador to North Korea. More 

importantly, he was Stalin's trusted advisor and his eyes and ears in Korea. As Shtykov was 

Stalin's trusted advisor, Derzskii was Shtykov's trusted advisor. Colonel Derzskii summarized 

his relationship with General Shtykov as, "He trusted me completely. He didn't trust anyone 

else. He felt he could trust me and tell me everything that he couldn't tell anyone else."106 

For reasons that still are not clear, whether it was Shtykov's intervention or just the 

caprice of Soviet military bureaucracy, Colonel Derzskii in early 1949 found himself and his 

family in a GRU villa near Moscow- held virtually incommunicado. Then in March 1949, he 

105 R 271401Z September 1993 Fm Amembassy Moscow, Subject: POW/MIA: Trip to Kiev, 14-
18 September 1993 

106 Transcript September 1993 Interview with Colonel Derzskii 
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Colonel Derzskii does relate the capture of an "F -84". 110 When returning from a visit 

with his family in China, he saw a plane make a forced landing in a rice paddy not far from the 

road on which he was traveling. Initially, he thought it was a Soviet plane, but upon reaching the 

site, he realized that it was an American aircraft. Derzskii immediately sent his interpreter to call 

Colonel General Shtykov with the news. Then together with his driver, he helped the American 

pilot out of his aircraft and administered first aid to him. 111 

The interpreter returned a short while later with instructions from General Shtykov. They 

were to stand by and wait for a truck to transport the plane to place where it could be examined 

more safely. Also, Soviet specialists from Andung would escort the pilot to an undetermined 

location. Later, a truck showed up and took the aircraft and pilot away. 

This aircraft was most likely the same F -86 taken to Moscow where Pavel Antonovich 

Koval'skii and three other engineers at the Central Aero-Hydrodynamics Institute disassembled 

the aircraft. The key components of the F -86 were dispatched to the relevant engineering 

institutes so that they could be studied in detail. Meanwhile, Pavel Koval' skii and his associates 

took apart the aircraft and produced detailed drawings so that a similar aircraft could be 

reconstructed. 112 

The fact that Colonel Derzskii confuses an F -84 with an F -86 is the result of his advanced 

years, lack of technical expertise, and the passage of more than four and a half decades. He is 

correct on the central issue: the Soviets wanted to capture a high performance jet fighter in order 

to study its advanced engineering capabilities. 

11° Colonel Derzskii has described this aircraft as both an F-84 and later an F-86. In his 
September 1993 interview, he said it was "an F-84, this I remember." Then in early 1994 he said it 
was an F -86 because General Shtykov told him it was. 

111 R 240820Z Mar 94 Fm Am embassy Moscow, Subject: POW /MIA: Re-interview of Colonel 
(Ret) Derzskii 

112 Minutes of the 9th Plenary Session of the U.S.-Russia Joint Commission on POW/MIA 
Affairs, 1 June 1994 
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